The Quality of Service (QoS) of the whole system is affected by handover process. .If unnecessary handover occurs frequently in the satellite footprint, the signalling load can become too high. On the other hand, if the decision for handover is delayed too long, call can be dropped before handed over successfully. Such degradation of QoS can influence negatively on the system capacity. In order to provide high quality services as well as to maximize system capacity, the bandover process needs to be applied successfully and optimally. This paper models the handover scenario and obsewe the performance on multimedia traffic. Previous studies of handover analysis analysed the traffic performance but without consideriog multimedia traffic performance in real environment (3). In this paper, the concept of Wireless Differentiated Fair Queuing WDFQ) from [41 is adapted and altered to model multimedia traiiic queuing. The different clssses of multimedia traffic are treated acwniingly with each respective set of QoS. Handover initiation angle depending on which spotbeam the traffic is generated from is
I. I~TRODUCTION
The future generation mobile communication has brought in the concept of broadband satellite network. The goal is to provide ubiquitous means of communication for multimedia and highdata rate Internet-based applications at diverse locations amund the world at any time. The most important contributor in this generation vias the change in service requirements from the simple low bit rate and voice applications toward the Internet and multimedia services.
However, long propagation delay has always been a strict parameter in establishing long-distance real-time communications such as voice andvideo telephony via satellites [I] . Long propagation loss, on the other hand, has always put a lower bound on the size of mobile terminals directly connecting to satellites. This is mainly because the requirement of large battery capacity for transmitting signal on the uplinks.
By using satellites on lower orbits it is possible to reduce the transmission delay and the POWR . analysed individusllv.
HANDOVER PROCESS

Bandover Initiation end Execution Model
The decision to initiate a bandover is chosen to be on handover initiation angle, which is measured between the mobile terminal (MT) and the serving satellite. This angle varies depending on which spotbeam the call is generated from. Multibeam antenna is assumed in order to reduce size of the MT, to increase link capacity, and to improve spectrum reuse efficiency. To simplify the simulation model, the multibeam antenna is modelled as shown in Fig. 1 . It is assumed that the earth surface is flat instead of spherical. The footprint, therefore, can be represented as show in Fig. 2 Set &(120,2), release ch(l.1)
Fig. 3 Channel assipmat
Referring to Fig. 3 , from channels of set Spotheam A, this new call will be assigned a channel which has not been used by other active calls. Upon bandover request, a channel from the guard band of Spotheam B is assigned, with the assumption that the cluster channels for new calls are occupied.
F'resuming that the call needs a handover procedure, network management of Spaheam B serves the handover call using one of the channels in guard band, assuming that the channels for new calls are fully occupied. Then if there is a channel available from the server. m, the handover call will be fonvarded to the next Delay in accessing a channel in the guard band is calculated. However, if all the channels in the guard band are occupied, the dropping of handover call will then be calculated. 
0.1
The amss probability gives the allowable available channel to each traffic type depending on the traffic priority. Until the traffic bmts are completed and eligible, the packet is then transmitted after admitted to the departure coneoller @C). The traffic types are then queued in one common bufier on first-comefirst-serve h i s if all the channels are occupied.
Each traffc type has its own queue arrival to accommodate service differentiation characteristics by contmlling delay or jitter in fair residual bandwidth sharing in streaming realtime and non-real-time traffic simultaneously. channel. Thus, it is essential to suggest an optimum channel to reduce the delay and possibly to eliminate dropping.
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
ProbibilTty
Buffering is inlroduced to maintaj~ QoS of each traffic application. The optimum size of network buffer and channels are vital as to avoid overtlow early before reaching the network capacity. The size representa bottleneck for the system. If the size is short, it would limit the sysfem performance. However, if the size is excessively long, it would congest the system. The analysis of the optimum channels depending on traffic applications can be summarized as in Table I Integration of traffic types over the same links has considerable advantages. Priority is given to real-time h.affc application as to allow it to experience exhemely low packet loss and delay. Non real-time traffic application naturally benefit from the bandwidth which would be unused if dedicated bandwidth were reserved for streaming traffic and thus gain greater throughput. Pfxformance of an integrated system in traffic overload requires special attention since the priority afforded to sheaming flow traffic could cause unacceptable degradation to elastic flow traffic throughput. 
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